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The rapid changes in the current internet teclmology have contributed a
lot to the development of the web-based virtual tour. This technology al
lows users to make the tour via Internet. Therefore, it has become a desir
able and demanded application in many areas for various fields such as
real-estate, tourism and education. Panorama-based virtual reality is an
extension of computer graphics and virtual reality (Daniel Yi Xiao,
2000).

The first use and the derivation of the Virtual Tour was in 1994 as a mu
seum visitor interpretation, providing a 'walk-through' of a 3D recon
struction of Dudley Castle in England as it was in 1550. This comprised
of a computer controlled laserdisc based system designed by British
based engineer, Colin Johnson. The system was named 'Virtual Tour, be
ing a cross between Virtual Reality and Royal Tour (Virtual Tour, n.d.).

What is Virtual Tour?

A virtual tour is a means of presenting internet users with a full 360
degree view inside a property. This is achieved by taking a series of pho
tographs and, using sophisticated software, converting these into an inter
active 360 degree format so that the viewer can see the full picture. Vir
tual tour could be used to provide a unique view of a property or location
which static photos alone cannot do and provide viewers with a sense of
"being there". It could help the viewers of the website to become cus
tomer plus viewing the property without any interruption and in their
own time.

Online Virtual Tours for Universities: An Overview

Virtual tours have become increasingly popular in recent times. It is es
pecially useful for universities for providing information which will en
hance the journey on the Internet. A survey by the Pew Internet &
American Life project finds that 45% of online American adults have
taken advantage of this internet application and taken virtual tours of an
other location online. That represents 54 million adults who have used
the internet to venture somewhere else.

Nearly all institutions have websites; they offer course descriptions, in
formation about the student population, application deadlines and costs.
However, many colleges are doing more, offering virtual tour as a pre
view to the selected college visit. The tours typically combine still pic
tures and panoramic live shots from Webcams around campus. Their
availability has grown where 975 institutions offer the virtual tour in
1997 (Begun, Bret, Stroup, Katherine, 2000).
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Virtual Tour for UiTM Pahang

A survey has been carried out by distributing some questionnaires to
some students and the staff ofUiTM Pahang and Arau on the need of vir
tual tour for the UiTM campuses. The prototype of IWIB virtual tour of
UiTM Pahang has been demonstrated to these users in order to get their
feedback. From the survey, it is found that UiTM Pahang should provide
a virtual tour in the website. It is one of the alternative ways for the users
to know more about UiTM Pahang and it can also be used to promote the
campus to the public. The new students and their parents could have a
good view on what the university looks like before coming for registra
tion. They will have a clearer image of the campus.

UiTM Pahang has a lot of facilities unknown to the public. These facili
ties are available to be rented out to the public and could offer a good po
tential for business to the university. The facilities such as Sri Gading
camp site. It is available to be used as a motivation camp. The virtual
tour could show the area of the camp site to the viewers before they
could confirm the booking. Other facilities such as herbal garden which
is widely used by the researchers, palm oil and fruit plantation, wooden
cottages (located in the Sri Gading camp site), multipurpose hall (usually
used by public for official events) and many others.

The virtual tour could be used by the administration staff of UiTM Pa
hang to generate some potentials of improving the university in a more
cost effective way such as to build another block of a lecture theatre. The
combination of digital photos and virtual tours allows the UiTM Pahang
management as well as the construction developers to get much deeper
into the layout all the way through the campus. Then, they will decide for
the next plan for the campus. Additionally, virtual tours could reduce the
construction developer's traveling time. Although their company is situ
ated faraway, yet by getting more clicks with virtual tours they still could
come back to the building site more often.

Methodology

The methodology used for developing the prototype of IWIB virtual tour
of UiTM Pahang is System Development Life Cycle (SDLC). The
method was chosen based on its ability to ensure the planning of the de
velopment follows the schedule and its specifications.

The development process involved four phases:
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feedback purposes. The feedbacks from these users are important in order
to improve and upgrade the virtual tour.

The lWlB virtual tour ofUiTM Pahang was then placed in the homepage
ofUiTM Pahang http://www1.pahang.uitm.edu.my/UiTMtour/..

Recommendations and Conclusion

The IWIB virtual tour of UiTM Pahang is a multimedia application that
makes the university stays on the cutting edge of the latest internet tech
nology. The IWIB virtual tour can be used by the prospective and current
students, visitors, faculties, and staff in locating resources and buildings
on campus and have the overview of the campus. Users can look and
evaluate the virtual tour as many times as they want without requiring
assistance. The IWIB virtual tour is developed as user-friendly as possi
ble so that users will not have any problem while viewing the tour.

The IWIB virtual tour can also be used to assist in generating extra in
come to the university. It can help the university to promote the facilities
to the public such as the Sri Gading camp site, the herbal garden, fruit
and palm oil plantation, multipurpose hall and others.

With enough budgets for the development of IWIB virtual tour, more ar
eas can be added into the interactive map. Other multimedia elements
such as sound could be embedded into the tour as this will give a real im
mersive experience to the users.

It is important for the university to have the virtual tour as this is one of
the UiTM Pahang's strategic planning towards its excellence. With IWIB
virtual tour, UiTM Pahang could stand as tall as the other universities
locally and globally.
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